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Formulation of hydraulic equations
167
It is a common practice in WDN to receive sensor measurements of flows, pressures or 168 tank water levels at constant time intervals, which typically range from five minutes to one 169 hour. These sensors may also give an average measurement for the elapsed time interval, thus 170 fast changing dynamics (e.g. pressure transients) are neglected. As a result, standard state 171 estimation in WDN is carried out at steady state, with the system state being recalculated 172 when measurements arrive.
173
In this work we assume that only lower and upper bounds on measurements are available.
174
The bounds can be derived from real sensor measurements, or from population densities and 175 historical data (pseudo-measurements). The measurement bounds are available at every 176 discrete time step k for all nodal demand outflows and for all tank and reservoir levels.
177
This sensor configuration guarantees the topological observability of the network. Other 178 sensor configurations are also possible, given that they satisfy the topological observability 179 condition, which can be checked using the algorithm in ). The vector of calculated using the H-W formula as follows:
205
where ν is a constant exponent associated with the H-W formula and q i is the water flow in 206 pipe i.
207
Another example of network element are pumps i ∈ L pu which are characterized by a 208 head-flow curve, which is used to relate the flow through the pump to the head-gain across the pump, according to each pump specifications. This is given by:
211
where w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ∈ R are coefficients of the pump head-flow curve, while the minus sign 212 indicates that in the case of pumps there is head-gain instead of head-loss.
213
The energy equations for all the network links, considering elements modeled by (1) and
214
(2), can be written as follows:
216 where:
217
• h j is the unknown head of node j ∈ N u .
218
• B ∈ R n l ×nu is the incidence flow matrix, indicating the connectivity of nodes with 
222
• h ext,i is the sum of known (measured) heads that appear in each equation i ∈ L. In 223 vector notation, the known head vector is given byh ext ∈ R n l .
224
Conservation of mass equations
225
The conservation of mass law for a node j ∈ N u is similar to Kirchhoff's current law in 226 electric circuit analysis and can be summarized as follows: the sum of branch water flows 227 from pipes incident to a node j must be equal to the node's external water demand q ext,j .
228
A demand-driven modeling approach assumes that the demand at each node is indepen- 
237 In (4), H req,j is the head above which the consumer can receive the requested demand q ext,j
238
(depends on node elevation), H min,j is the minimum desired head at node j (depends on 239 node elevation) below which the consumer does not receive any water.
240
Background leakage flows are also present in real WDN and are modeled as an added to pressure-driven demands as follows (Giustolisi et al. 2008 ):
where Z j is the elevation of node j, and β j and γ j are leakage parameters depending on pipe 245 deterioration and material.
246
The conservation of mass equations, considering all the nodes of the network, can be 247 written using the incidence flow matrix as follows:
249
In vector notation, the requested external water demands for all nodes are given byq ext ∈ R accompanied by a pressure-dependent function, so f ext,j (h j ) = 1.
269
We also consider the uncertainty on the head function f i (q i ). When this function contains 270 uncertain parameters, these will be modelled as intervals defined by a lower and upper bound, transforms the pipe headloss function given by (1), into an interval function given by: Similarly, for i corresponding to a pump with an uncertain pump curve, (2) becomes:
279
The uncertainty is considered in the case of leakage modeling, is on the leakage param- result in an interval leakage function q leak,j (h j ).
282
As a practical note, a calibration pre-step of network topology parameters is recom-283 mended, as it will reduce the uncertainty of these parameters in the sense that their bound-284 aries will be more restrictive. As a result, the bounded state estimates calculated by the 285 IHISE algorithm will be less conservative. In this work the parameter boundaries are as-
286
sumed constant for all time steps, because these parameters vary very slowly over time. The 287 parameters can be updated whenever a calibration procedure takes place for the network.
288
Problem definition
289
The problem of solving the hydraulic equations of a WDN when these contain uncertainty
290
in the form of intervals, is reduced to finding the set of all point solutions for the state 291x = [q h ] , that satisfy the following systems of equations:
Problem (9) is a Nonlinear Interval System of Equations (NISE) and the set of solutions forx that satisfy (9) may have a rather complex form that needs to be described with non- is always a subset of the IH solution.
311
The literature on finding an OI solution to NISE is limited, but some approaches have where the task of solving nonlinear interval number programming problems was investigated.
317
This method, however, does not ensure that the solution is an OI, thus it is not suitable for 318 use with methodologies such as fault detection which require outer bounds on states.
319
Good approaches in the literature that provide tight OI solutions exist for Linear Interval Programs efficiently exist, which reduce computation time.
331
ITERATIVE HYDRAULIC INTERVAL STATE ESTIMATION
332
In this work we propose an iterative method for finding an OI solution of the NISE in (9) 5. Iteratively improve the OI solution of (9) by repeating steps 2 to 4 until convergence 348 of bounds.
349
Next, the five steps of IHISE are described in detail.
350
Step 1: Initial bounds on state vector
351
The first step of the IHISE algorithm is to impose initial bounds on the state vector 352x = [q h ] which should be an OI solution of (9). The initial bounds on the unknown head and pump heads, which is the maximum head that any node in the network can have.
357
The special structure (9a), in which each equation contains only one flow state q i , allows 358 us to use the initial bounds on heads h (0) to find the initial bounds on the flows. We rewrite
359
(9a) as follows: 
In the case of pumps,
is given by (8). This function is not inclusion isotonic in
367 its whole range, but this property holds in the special case when q i > 0 or q i < 0. This 368 implies that the flow direction in pump links needs to be known a priori, which is a valid 369 assumption, since pumps are physically restricted to move water in one direction. Assuming 370 that the flow in pump links is always positive, the bounds on flows q i , i ∈ L pu can be found 371 by rearranging (10) with respect to q i .
372
The initial bounds on the flow state vector are denoted byq
analytical derivation of these bounds for pipes and pumps is given in Appendix S1 of the 374 Supplemental Data.
375
Step 2: Bounding linearization of interval nonlinear terms 376
This step aims at enclosing in a convex set S the nonlinear uncertain functions that goal is to construct convex sets S that include all the points of the uncertain functions in 382 the given range, e.g.
383
In this work we design the convex sets S using bounding linearization (Kolev 2004b) .
384
This procedure can be used on any uncertain nonlinear function of one bounded variable
385
and it encloses the function between two lines. For example, given the nonlinear uncertain
The goal of the bounding linearization procedure is to define the line parameters to minimize Supplemental Data.
393
Step 3: Formulation of Linear Program
394
The bounding linearization of Step 2, yields linear inequality constraints for the interval 395 functions f i (q i ), q ext,j f ext,j (h j ) and q leak,j (h j ). These inequalities can replace these functions 396 in (9) with new variables ζ e,i , ζ p,j and ζ l,j respectively, thus transforming these equations into 397 linear inequalities. Bound inequalities also arise on state variables q i and h j through Step 1. The Linear Program will then have the following constraints:
Note that the interval parameters in (9a) are eliminated through the use of their upper 400 and lower bounds to convert them into the inequalities (12a) and (12b LPmin:
Step 4: Solution of the linear interval system of equations
408
The objective of the optimization problem formulated in the previous section is to find Minimize x i by solving problem LPmin 3:
Maximize x i by solving problem LPmax 5:
Step 5: Iterative solution of the nonlinear interval system of equations
414
In Algorithm 1 the linearized version of the original problem in (9) 
423
The overall procedure for the solution of the NISE is described in Algorithm 2. The resulting 424 bounds are an OI solution of these equations that approximate closely the IH solution.
425
CASE STUDIES
426
In this section, the IHISE algorithm is applied on different WDN in order to demon- Bounding linearization of (9) forx ∈x (m) bnd
7:
Formulate problems LPmin and LPmax 
438
Illustrative example
439
The benchmark network "Net1" shown in Fig. 1 The IHISE algorithm is used to generate bounds on water flows in pipes and hydraulic 444 heads at nodes of the network. The measurement uncertainty is defined as ±5% on the 445 given water demands at nodes, which is the typical error given by manufacturers of water and head-states respectively is given by:
The defined accuracies are then calculated as ∆q = 1%(µ q ) and ∆h = 1%(µ h ). Using this 517 approach, it is assumed that the bound accuracy is given by ∆q and ∆h. Note that while 518 this approach provides a degree of confidence for the accuracy of MCS bounds, it is not 519 guaranteed that the deviation of these bounds from the actual bounds cannot be larger.
520
Using the IHISE algorithm, bounds for the state of all networks are computed, using 521 the assumed uncertainty. As a technical note, due to the fact that the IHISE algorithm 522 was designed from scratch without the use of other hydraulic solvers, the networks had to 523 satisfy specific conditions in order for the current version of the algorithm to work and be Table 1 the mean AD for all states and time steps are shown for each network.
566
The results indicate mean errors for upper and lower bounds that are close to the accuracy 567 of MCS, ∆Q and ∆h.
568
The area defined by the IHISE bounds is also an important evaluation metric. Since bounds, for state i and time step k, the width is given by w
Similarly, the width of IHISE head-state bounds, for state j and time step k, is defined as 
575
An illustration of bound widths is given in Fig. 3 In Table 1 is calculated using the bound width-to-mean ratio as follows:
588
where alg = {IH, M C} depending on the algorithm used, and s = {q, h} depending on the is plotted for network "ky3".
612
The different operating scenarios of the networks resulting by the changing demands 0.9975 between these data, for the networks "Net1", "Anytown", "Net2", "Net3" and "ky3"
618
respectively. In Appendix S4 of Supplemental Data, this correlation is illustrated by plotting 619 the average difference in PSU as a function of the average nodal demand for network "ky3".
620
The average difference in PSU follows the pattern of average nodal demands. This can be 621 explained by the fact that the uncertainty on demands is proportional to the demand value,
622
as it was assumed in the design of the simulations, and MCS bounds become less accurate 623 when uncertainty in the network is larger, thus deviating more from the IHISE bounds. for larger networks.
635
The simulation time also depends on the complexity of the network, as it is evident in 636 Cyprus, under the project SmartWater2020.
674
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
675
A detailed description of the derivation of initial bounds on flow states, as described in
676
Step 1 of the IHISE algorithm in Section 3, is provided in Appendix S1. Appendix S2 contains 
